
TO: To Whom It May Concern 

RE: Xmission is a world class company.

Date: 04/18/2008

I am writing today to thank Xmission and it’s staff, in the 10+ years that I have 
worked with dozens of hosting companies from ma and pa shops to the Fortune 
500 companies like Network Solutions and Godaddy.com.  The services and 
products I received were what you would expect from a typical hosting company.  
Xengevity, like many other companies rely on the internet for the majority of our 
commerce, this week we introduced a new online product for our customers and 
GoDaddy.com did not have the technology to support this product we searched for 
hours trying to find a suitable hosting company, a friend recommended Xmission to 
us.  It turned out to be a great recommendation... Our technical support team at 
Xengevity were hesitant on moving over our two large MySQL databases, and they 
informed me that this could take days to setup can configure.  We called to setup 
the hosting account and began the data migration, we had a few and expected 
problems in our code with the old paths pointing to our old hosting company.  We 
called into Xmission and believe it or not they picked the phone right up, no hold 
time. that is remarkable for a hosting company. I then began to work with two A+ 
gentleman. Bill in Domain Support and Kevin who said he was new but he was 
exceptional to work with.  Bill’s knowledge in PHP and MySQL were impeccable! 
What our development team at Xengevity took a day on, Bill was able to correct it in 
minutes.  I was shocked when Xmission offered to help us with this complex 
migration. By going with Xmission we had almost ZERO downtime, are websites 
are loading faster then ever, our database access speeds are very quick and our 
complex php scripting works perfect were other large hosting companies could not 
and would not even support these features.

Respectfully,

Scott Rogers

CEO Xengevity Corporation
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